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【Abstract】
This study investigates conversation in Japanese elementary school English classrooms. Because
of the relatively short period of time since English education was introduced, empirical research on
how English is learned at Japanese elementary schools is required. As a step to understand it, in-
vestigation into how classroom conversation is organized will be helpful. Therefore, this study fo-
cuses on the question-answer (Q-A) sequence observed in the data collected from 15 lessons con-
ducted in three public elementary schools. A conversation analytic method is adopted for analyzing
classroom interaction line by line. The analysis indicates that there are some distinctive features in
the organization of Q-A sequences. It is suggested that each Q-A sequence works as a pedagogical
device to facilitate an eŠective teaching environment. On the other hand, such sequence organiza-
tion is not similar to that of real life conversation and seems not to be eŠective to develop pupils'
communicative competence. Based on the analysis, some pedagogical implications and suggestions
for further studies are discussed.
【Key Words】 conversation analysis, sequence organization, question-answer sequence, elementa-
ry school English education, communicative language teaching
1. Introduction
In 2011, English started to be taught in all the elementary schools in Japan. Since then, the ˆfth
and sixth graders have been taught English through foreign language activities, not as a subject.
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This means that there is no evaluation of pupils' performance of learning. The required allocated
time is one class hour per week, mostly 45 minutes long. Currently, the Japanese government plans
to expand elementary school English education in the near future. In 2020, English will become a
subject for the ˆfth and sixth graders with a grade evaluation, and there will be at least two class
hours per week. Moreover, English through foreign language activities will be taught to the third
and fourth graders. It is expected that this expansion of English teaching in elementary schools will
result in the improvement of English education in Japan.
On the other hand, there are some issues to be addressed for improving the quality of elementary
school English education. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) pointed out the following issues as problematic in the current elementary school English
education: (a) the uneven amount of eŠorts to improve teaching quality depending on schools and
teachers; (b) the curricular inconsistency between elementary school and junior high school; (c)
the lack of instructional design appropriate for fostering pupils' motivation and communicative abil-
ities; and (d) the insu‹ciency of teacher training (MEXT, 2014). In short, it is necessary to im-
prove the quality of education across regions and school levels in terms of teaching methods and hu-
man resources.
However, as Tsuchiya (2011) noted, empirical research on English education in Japanese
elementary schools needs to be expanded because it was introduced only recently. Regarding eŠec-
tive English education in Japanese elementary schools, it is essential to investigate what is going on
in classrooms. Since elementary school English teaching aims at fostering pupils' communicative
abilities, lessons should include activities such as pair and group work, in which pupils have
su‹cient opportunities to practice English communication. Thus, to understand how English is
learned in classrooms, it is important to look into how teachers and pupils communicate with each
other. This study focuses on this aspect by using conversation analytic methodology. In particular,
the aim of this study is to describe how the question-answer (Q-A) sequence is organized in
elementary school English classrooms. The next section brie‰y reviews related previous studies.
2. Literature Review
This section overviews previous studies related to this study. Research topics include conversa-
tion analysis, classroom conversation, and sequence organization in conversation.
2.1 Conversation analysis
This study adopts conversation analysis (CA) as research methodology. CA was developed by
American sociologists in the 1960s. One of the characteristics of CA is that it assumes research top-
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ics or themes emerge from the data. In other words, CA researchers do not apply any established
theories or concepts to the data being analyzed. Instead, they carefully investigate the data in a
repeated manner and let any characteristic issues emerge from the data.
Conversation data is collected by using video- and audio-recording instruments. Collected data is
usually transcribed and analyzed for revealing why each participant of the target conversation
produces their utterances in that manner and at that point in the conversation. Results of CA are
generally provided with the actual transcripts in order for readers to understand and examine the
process of analysis, thus leading to improving the external reliability of analysis.
CA originally focused on everyday conversation. Sacks, SchegloŠ, and JeŠerson (1974) investi-
gated how participants of such conversations take turns. Their observation indicated that in daily
conversation, there are some principles for determining who speaks when. Participants of conversa-
tion constantly refer to such principles for making conversation progress smoothly. Thus, it can be
said that conversation is mutually achieved by its participants. SchegloŠ, JeŠerson, and Sacks
(1977) focused on repair in daily conversation. Repair in CA means the ways in which interactional
problems such as misunderstanding and hearing di‹culties are solved. The study suggested that
repair is also an organized interaction achieved collaboratively between speakers. Since then, a
number of CA studies on everyday conversation (e.g., Heritage, 1984; SchegloŠ, 2007; Sidnell,
2017) have revealed that human conversation is orderly structured. The next section explains some
analytical viewpoints of CA.
2.2 Analytical viewpoints of conversation analysis
If conversation consists of turns, then conversation can be understood as sequence(s) of turns.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate sequence organization for examining how conversation is
done.
SchegloŠ (2007) described that the analysis of sequence organization aims at examining ``the
organization of courses of action enacted through turns-at-talk'' (p. 2). In other words, by using
sequence(s) of talk, people accomplish interactional actions such as greeting, question, and invita-
tion. SchegloŠ also introduced some analytical viewpoints related to sequence organization. Those
are the organization of turn-taking, turn organization, and action formation. Turn-taking refers to
who speaks in which turn(s) in conversation and turn organization refers to how each turn is
produced by each speaker. These viewpoints are explained below.
The organization of turns in conversation is a basic analytical viewpoint. It is related to who
speaks when and how each turn is organized. The concepts of turn-constructional unit (Sacks et al.,
1974, p. 701) and transition-relevance place (p. 704) are used for explaining turn-taking organization
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and turn organization. A turn-constructional unit (TCU) is a cohesive unit in a grammatical or
semantic sense. Each turn is composed of one or more TCUs. A transition-relevance place (TRP)
is a point at which speaker change could occur in each TCU. At every TRP, speakers may or may
not change turns by referring to the principles of conversation. Thus, for understanding turn-taking
and turn organization, it is necessary to analyze how TCUs and TRPs in every turn are interpreted
by participants of the conversation.
Action formation refers to what kind of actions are embodied by each turn. For example, ``How
are you?'' can be interpreted as both a question and a greeting and we can react according to the
particular understanding. Therefore, one turn can form multiple actions and it is di‹cult to classify
them into only a single ˆxed category without looking at the following turn(s).
Related to these components, analysis of sequence organization includes analysis of turns and ac-
tions. The most basic sequence organization is called adjacency pair (SchegloŠ & Sacks, 1973, p.
295). An adjacency pair consists of at least two utterances positioned adjacently and produced by
two diŠerent speakers. The common types of adjacency pair include greeting-greeting, question-an-
swer, and invitation-acceptance/refusal. These types of adjacency pair are not only composed of
two utterances but also combined in a coherent way. In an adjacency pair, the ˆrst and the second
utterances are called the ˆrst pair part (FPP) and the second pair part (SPP) respectively. While
an adjacency pair consists of at least the FPP and the SPP, there is a possibility that the FPP and
the SPP are expanded (SchegloŠ, 2007). Thus, the analysis of an adjacency pair as one type of se-
quence organization aims at examining how the FPP and the SPP are cohesively bound together or
expanded in terms of turns and actions.
To sum up, CA has revealed that participants of conversation continuously interpret each other's
turns and actions enacted through their utterances and display their understanding about them.
The analytical viewpoints of CA methodology have revealed such complex nature and order behind
human interaction. The next section reviews CA research related to conversation in classroom set-
tings.
2.3 Conversation in classrooms
People engage not only in everyday conversation. There are also various social settings and
diŠerent types of conversation. CA has focused on conversation in such diverse social contexts as
well as daily conversation. These include conversation in hospital consultation rooms (ten Have,
1991), courtrooms (Atkinson & Drew, 1979), and news interviews (Clayman, 1992). The social
settings diŠering from everyday conversation are called ``institutional'' (Drew & Heritage, 1992, p.
3) settings. Conversation in institutional settings is assumed to have some interactional purposes
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such as specifying cause of illness and discussing how to deal with it. A classroom setting is also
classiˆed as an institutional setting and its interactional purpose is to have learners achieve lesson
goals.
One of the earliest studies on classroom interaction using CA methodology was conducted by
McHoul (1978). Based on the study examining turn-taking organization of daily conversation by
Sacks et al. (1974), McHoul suggested that teacher-student interaction in classrooms also has cer-
tain principles of turn-taking. Those principles diŠer from the ones for everyday conversation in
terms of who allocates participants' turns. As indicated earlier, in daily conversation, how turns are
allocated is not ˆxed in advance, but participants of the conversation ‰exibly take turns by observ-
ing how each other's turns are organized. On the other hand, McHoul implied that in classrooms,
only ``teachers can direct speakership in any creative way'' (p. 188). This means that after both
students' and teachers' turns, the next speaker is mostly appointed by teachers. Thus, turn-taking
in classrooms is diŠerent from daily conversation.
McHoul's study investigated conversation in only teacher-centered lessons conducted in stu-
dents' ˆrst language (L1). Focusing on this point, Seedhouse (2004) investigated how conversa-
tion in second language (L2) classrooms is organized. He examined L2 classroom conversation in
various settings and suggested that there are some types of classroom contexts which have diverse
characteristics. Seedhouse stated that there are ``form-and-accuracy contexts, meaning-and-‰uency
contexts, task-oriented contexts, and procedural contexts'' (p. 102) for explaining diŠerent types
of classroom conversation. Each context has its own characteristics regarding how conversation is
structured. For example, whereas teachers exert authority in determining who speaks in form-and-
accuracy contexts, during meaning-and-‰uency contexts, students ‰exibly take turns similar to
everyday conversation.
Seedhouse also pointed out that there is a re‰exive relationship between pedagogy and organiza-
tion of classroom conversation. In other words, as pedagogical goals vary, classroom conversation
is organized diŠerently. Moreover, there are some cases in which the organization of classroom in-
teraction distorts the original pedagogical intentions. In such cases, teachers fail to provide eŠec-
tive instruction. Thus, it is important to understand how pedagogy and classroom conversational
structure are interrelated. The next section focuses on some previous studies related to sequence
organization in classroom interaction.
2.4 Sequence organization in classroom interaction
Research on sequence organization in classroom interaction can be traced back to a study by Sin-
clair and Coulthard (1975). They analyzed classroom discourse in elementary school lessons con-
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ducted in the L1 and pointed out that the initiation-response-feedback (or follow-up) (IRF) se-
quence is a typical structure in classroom interaction. An initiation by the teacher opens up a se-
quence and a response is made by a student, followed by teacher feedback. Similarly, Mehan
(1979) proposed the initiation-reply-evaluation (IRE) sequence as a basic structure of classroom
interaction. Unlike daily conversation, teacher evaluation is characteristic of classroom conversa-
tion.
These studies implied that by using such organized sequences, teachers can control classroom in-
teraction more easily because teachers have the right to initiate and terminate a sequence.
However, as Nunan (1987) argued, such sequences are not so eŠective in communicative language
lessons in that they can deprive learners of opportunities to speak freely. Since cycles such as IRFs
and IREs are both opened and closed by teachers, learners do not have chances to control com-
munication at their will. Rather, communicative language teaching should contain activities for
providing learners with su‹cient chances to engage in communication (Cook, 2016). It has also
been argued that learner-centered approach is necessary for fostering learner autonomy (Richards
& Rodgers, 2014). On the other hand, Seedhouse (2004) suggested that depending on classroom
contexts, IRF/IRE sequences can be contrived to function as a pedagogical device which provides
learners with chances to talk about themselves at their will.
Thus, it is necessary to examine classroom interaction from a perspective which includes class-
room contexts in its scope. Based on such understanding, it would be possible to design lessons
which could provide learners with ample opportunities to practice communication. In Japanese
elementary school English lessons, teachers also have to provide pupils with as many opportunities
to communicate in English as possible. Accordingly, it is important for teachers to be aware of
whether the organization of classroom interaction is eŠective or not for achieving lesson goals. The
next section explains the purpose and methodology of this study.
3. Study
3.1 Purpose
As noted above, this study aims at investigating how Q-A sequences are organized in Japanese
elementary school English lessons. By analyzing classroom interaction, it is expected that this
study would contribute to understanding how English is learned in such classrooms. Moreover, this
study seeks to propose pedagogical implications for identifying eŠective ways to conduct English
lessons in elementary schools.
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3.2 Method for data collection and analysis
The data for this study was collected in 15 English lessons conducted in three public elementary
schools located in the Kanto and Tokai areas. Pupils' grades vary from the third to sixth grade. The
data was collected from 2015 to 2018. Classroom interaction in the lessons was audio-recorded with
an IC recorder placed on the teacher's desk in front of each classroom. In some cases, the lessons
were video-recorded with a digital video camera set at the back of the classroom. All the classes
were observed by the researcher positioned at the back of classrooms.
The collected data was transcribed and analyzed. The analysis was conducted in a repeated man-
ner to let any salient themes emerge from the data by examining both audio/video recordings and
transcripts.
Since this study focuses on elementary school classrooms, teachers and students are considered
to be conversation participants. As to teachers, elementary school English classes are often taught
by a team of teachers. Almost all the classes have a homeroom teacher (HRT). It is common that a
HRT teaches English with either an assistant language teacher (ALT) or a Japanese teacher of En-
glish (JTE). ALTs are usually from English speaking countries and they have diverse teaching ex-
periences. On the other hand, JTEs are specialized in teaching English to elementary school pupils.
Although the situation diŠers from school to school, the classes observed in this study were taught
by a HRT with an ALT or a JTE. All the lessons are conducted based on a textbook called ``Hi,
friends!'' distributed by the MEXT. The teachers use a teacher's reference book to conduct lesson
activities and specify lesson goals.
All the classes have 20 to 30 pupils. Generally, a class has almost an equal number of male and fe-
male pupils. According to the classroom contexts, learners are treated either as an individual or as a
group by teachers (Macbeth, 1991). This study also distinguishes a pupil as an individual and pu-
pils as a group in transcripts.
3.3 Transcript
In the transcripts, the names of conversation participants are abbreviated. ``H'' stands for a
homeroom teacher, ``A'' for an assistant language teacher, ``J'' for a Japanese teacher of English,
``P'' with a number for a pupil as an individual, ``Ps'' for pupils as a group, and ``All'' for all the par-
ticipants in the classroom. The names of the participants have been changed into pseudonyms to
protect personal information. Regarding the transcription symbols used in this study, see the Ap-
pendix.
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4. Analysis
4.1 Q-A sequence
It was found that there are various types of Q-A sequences in classroom conversation of Japanese
elementary school English lessons in terms of how a sequence is organized. The following sections
describe the characteristics of Q-A sequences observed in the data based on the transcripts of con-
versation. The combination of a Roman letter and numbers at the top identiˆes the data and the
ˆgures on the left indicate the number of lines. For words spoken in Japanese, an English transla-
tion is given in double square brackets below each line.
4.2 Teacher initiation of Q-A sequence
Overall, Q-A sequences observed in the data were initiated by a teacher. For example, in Excerpt
1, an ALT asks a pupil whether he can say the subject name printed on a card in English. Before
this interaction, the ˆfth grade pupils did rock-scissors-papers with the HRT at the beginning of the
lesson and the pupil who survived was asked a question by the ALT. The lesson goal is to learn
how to say names of school subjects in English. In the previous lessons, the pupils have learned
some of the subject names.
Excerpt 1.
I1552-Greeting
01 A: so:, let's see if you can remember, ((showing P4 a card))
02 wha:t subject?＝
03 P4: ＝English.
04 A: Engli:sh. good jo:b.
05 All: ((clapping hands))
In this interaction, the ALT asks a question in line 02 and P4 answers it in line 03. Thus, the ALT's
question can be understood as the FPP of a Q-A sequence and P4's answer as the SPP. Although
the ALT's utterance in line 02 is not grammatically correct as a question, P4's utterance displays
his understanding of the ALT's words as a question. Moreover, P4 reacts with almost no delay af-
ter the ALT's question. This indicates that P4 not only understands the ALT's words as a question
but also predicts what will be asked in this sequence.
The ALT accepts P4's answer by repeating it and evaluates it positively in line 04. This is under-
stood as teacher evaluation (Mehan, 1979). The appraisal with handclapping by all the members in
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the classroom conˆrms this positive feedback or evaluation. A turn after the SPP which has a func-
tion to close the sequence is called a sequence closing third (SchegloŠ, 2007, p. 123). A sequence
closing third (SCT) is one way to expand the Q-A sequence. A SCT is one of the types of minimal
expansion after the SPP. In this case, the ALT's evaluation with handclapping by the class works
as a SCT.
This type of Q-A sequence with teacher initiation was frequently observed in the data. Whereas
Excerpt 1 demonstrates a Q-A sequence with a question to an individual pupil, a question to pupils
as a group is illustrated in Excerpt 2. The JTE explains what the sixth-grade pupils should do in the
following activity focusing on the actions in daily lives such as ``get up'' and ``eat dinner''.
Excerpt 2.
I1662-Interview
01 J: the:n, ここは:え:と:，何?（(pointing to the worksheet))
[[well, what is this?]]
02 Ps: get up.
03 J: ye:s.
In this scene, the pupils have to ˆll in a worksheet about their daily life. In line 01, the JTE asks a
question about what a picture in the worksheet indicates. The pupils answer appropriately in line
02, and the JTE accepts this in line 03. Thus, it can be said that this sequence is also initiated by a
teacher.
Teacher initiation of Q-A sequences can be related to the pedagogical focus of classroom activi-
ties. The interactions shown in Excerpts 1 and 2 aim at checking whether pupils can answer a ques-
tion in English appropriately and the topic of the questions are directly related to each lesson goal.
It is a more e‹cient way for teachers to control the interaction when asking questions based on the
lesson goals. In other words, teacher initiation of Q-A sequences enables a teacher to achieve lesson
goals e‹ciently.
Although a teacher initiates a Q-A sequence in most cases, there are a few cases in which a Q-A
sequence is initiated by pupils. Excerpt 3 shows an interaction in which the ˆfth grade pupils are
practicing asking ``Do you like?'' questions with the ALT named Mary before doing pair work.
Excerpt 3.
T1651-Do you like?
01 A: okay. next. °everybody, °how about, let's ask Mary.
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02 Ma-please, ask Mary a question＝okay. do you like apples? ready go,
03 Ps: do you like apples?
04 A: Mary, yes＝I do. I like apples.＝okay? next＝next＝next. one more time.
05 how abo:ut, ( . ) mmm, dogs. dogs. dogs. Mary? do you like dogs?＝ready, go.
06 Ps: do you like dogs?
07 A: (2.8) yes, I d(h)o, yes I do. a little. yes, I do＝okay. thank you＝thank you,
08 ((clapping hands))
In line 01, the ALT suggests that the pupils ask her a question to practice the target expression.
Then, she demonstrates the question ``Do you like apples?'' and gives the pupils a signal to repeat it
by saying ``ready go''. The pupils ask the question in line 02, and the ALT answers it in line 03. It
can be said that these two turns form a Q-A sequence.
The interaction continues as the ALT moves on to the next question ``Do you like dogs?'' in line
05 and the pupils ask it in line 06. The ALT replies in line 07. Thus, there is a series of Q-A se-
quences. Nonetheless, unlike Excerpts 1 and 2, the answers of these sequences are not followed by
any feedback or evaluation by the ˆrst speaker, namely the pupils in this case. That is because this
Q-A sequence aims at having the pupils practice saying the target expression and the overall lesson
goal is to learn how to ask ``Do you like?'' questions. Thus, if the pupils succeed in saying the ques-
tion assigned by the ALT, it is not necessary to expand the sequence any more. Instead of expand-
ing the SPP, the ALT continues her turns in order to move on to the next sequence (lines 04 and
05) or close the sequence (lines 07 and 08). Thus, the organization of a Q-A sequence initiated by
pupils is also related to the pedagogical focus of the interaction in a diŠerent manner from that of a
Q-A sequence initiated by a teacher.
4.3 Variation of Q-A sequence organization
While the Q-A sequences shown in Excerpts 1 and 2 consist of a FPP and a SPP expanded by a
SCT, there are other patterns in which Q-A sequences are expanded. In Excerpt 4, a HRT asks a
pupil how he is. Although it was the same lesson as Excerpt 2, this interaction was observed at the
beginning of the lesson as an icebreaker activity.
Excerpt 4.
I1662-Greeting
01 H: °kay. °まさるさ:ん.hi.
[[Masaru.]]
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02 P4: hi.
03 H: how're you.
04 P4: I'm ˆne.
05 H: I'm f:ine. ((clapping hands))
06 All: ((clapping hands))
In this interaction, the HRT's question in line 03 and P4's answer in line 04 form a Q-A sequence.
At the same time, this interaction can be seen as exchanging greetings. Nevertheless, as the HRT's
acceptance of P4's answer with handclapping in line 05 indicates, the aim of this interaction is to
check whether P4 can answer the question correctly, not just to exchange greetings. Thus, it is a
Q-A sequence followed by a SCT.
Another point is that before the HRT asks a question, she makes a casual greeting to P4 in line
01 and P4 returns the greeting in line 02. These turns can also be interpreted as a greeting-greeting
sequence separated from the following Q-A sequence. In this case, it is possible to explain the se-
quence as greetings. However, this sequence also functions as an expansion of the FPP of the fol-
lowing Q-A sequence. By addressing P4's name, the HRT indicates that her subsequent words are
directed to P4, not to the other pupils. Therefore, it can be said that one sequence can play multiple
roles in conversation.
Regarding expansion between a question and an answer in a Q-A sequence, there are some cases
in which a teacher helps pupils produce an answer. Excerpt 5 is from the same activity as done in
Excerpt 1.
Excerpt 5.
I1552-Greeting
01 A: oka:y, let's see if you can remember, wha:t subject. ((showing P3 a card))
02 H: Ja,
03 P3: Japanese.
04 A: Ja [pane:se. good jo:b.
05 H: [Japane:se. (yeah.)
06 All: ((clapping hands))
What is diŠerent from Excerpt 1 is that the HRT gives P3 a hint for the question asked by the ALT
by saying the initial syllable of the correct answer in line 02. This works as scaŠolding for P3 and
she answers correctly with the HRT's help. In this interaction, whereas the ALT's question in line
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01 is the FPP and P3's answer in line 03 is the SPP, the HRT's help in line 02 functions as expan-
sion of the question given as the FPP. This insertion expansion has a pedagogical purpose that a
teacher helps a pupil answer smoothly.
Another example of insertion expansion was observed in the same activity. In Excerpt 6, a pupil
is helped by multiple participants of the classroom conversation.
Excerpt 6.
I1552-Greeting
01 A: oka:y, let's see, if you know wha:t subject? ((showing P2 a card))
02 (3.0)
03 H: mu?
04 A: mu?
05 Ps: °sic. °
06 P2: °music. °
07 A: ↑mu [sic. very good＝good jo:b.
08 H: [oka:y, very goo:d.
09 All: ((clapping hands))
The long silence in line 02 after the ALT asks a question indicates that P2 has some trouble an-
swering. After this, the HRT and the ALT provide a hint for the ˆrst syllable of the correct answer.
In addition, some pupils around P2 whisper the following syllable. With this help, P2 succeeds in
giving the correct answer and the ALT, the HRT, and the class praise her answer.
This interaction diŠers from Excerpt 5 in terms of the organization of expansion. Although the
HRT's assistance in line 03 of Excerpt 6 and that in line 02 of Excerpt 5 are both produced as
scaŠolding for a pupil, the position in each sequence diŠers. The HRT's help in Excerpt 5 comes
before P3's answer, so the FPP is expanded before the SPP is produced. On the other hand, in Ex-
cerpt 6, the HRT's assistance is provided after the silence in line 02. As Hosoda (2014) suggested,
in teachers' turn after delay or lack of pupils' response, teachers display their understanding of the
cause of such inappropriate responses.
In this case, the HRT's assistance in line 03 displays her understanding of the silence as P2 has
some trouble in answering. Thus, unlike Excerpt 5, the expansion of the Q-A sequence observed in
Excerpt 6 is inserted after the expected SPP (i.e., P2's correct answer without delay) is not provid-
ed. Thus, this expansion is interpreted as a redoing of the FPP after the SPP is not produced. It
also works as a pedagogical device in that it helps P2 produce the correct answer, which makes the
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activity go smoothly.
Another feature of Q-A sequence organization is that it is combined with other classroom activi-
ties. There are a number of Q-A sequences expanded for various reasons. For example, the teacher-
initiated interactions demonstrated above are all closed with teacher feedback or evaluation. This
type of closing with a SCT is interpreted as post-expansion of a Q-A sequence (SchegloŠ, 2007).
On the other hand, there is some variety of actions combined with a Q-A sequence, which has
diverse pedagogical purposes. Excerpt 7 demonstrates a Q-A sequence followed by choral repeti-
tion of the target word. In this activity, the HRT shows the ˆfth grade pupils a picture of the U.S.
national ‰ag and asks them whether they know the name of the country. The lesson goal is also to
learn how to say various country names in English. The pupils can answer freely to the HRT's
questions and they practice English pronunciation.
Excerpt 7.
I1752-Quiz
01 H: oka:y, the ˆrst, (2.7) what country:? in Japanese, オッケー．
[[OK.]]
02 Ps: アメリカ．
[[America.]]
03 H: what is アメリカ in English, Jack sensei?
[[America]] [[Mr. Jack?]]
04 A: America:.
05 Ps: America:.
06 A: America:.
07 Ps: America:.
08 H: good.
In this scene, the HRT's question in line 01 and the pupils' answer in line 02 form a Q-A sequence.
However, in line 03, the HRT moves on to asking the ALT to demonstrate the correct pronuncia-
tion of ``America'' in English while accepting the pupils' answer. In addition, the ALT's answer to
the HRT's request functions as the signal for the pupils to repeat the target word. Therefore, the
HRT's turn in line 03 both closes the Q-A sequence and directs the class to a related activity. In
that sense, this turn has multiple pedagogical functions.
In Excerpt 8, a Q-A sequence is embedded in a teacher direction about opening a textbook.
Although it is from the same lesson as Excerpts 1, 5, and 6, this interaction was observed before a
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listening activity for the purpose of checking pupils' understanding about the names of countries.
The pupils are listening to the HRT's explanation about the activity.
Excerpt 8.
I1552-What country?
01 H: oka:y, please open your hi friends to page thirty four. thirty four. thirty fo:ur,
02 thirty four 何ページ?
[[What page?]]
03 Ps: ((in Japanese)) さんじゅうよん．
[[Thirty four.]]
04 H: ye:s＝very good, thirty four. and thirty six.
The HRT's utterance in line 01 is a direction about the page the pupils should open for doing the
next activity. At the same time, she asks them about the Japanese translation of the number in En-
glish in line 02. Her question is produced in Japanese and the pupils understand that they should an-
swer in Japanese. The pupils' answer in line 03 produced in Japanese displays their understanding.
In line 04, the HRT evaluates the answer positively and continues the direction. Thus, the Q-A se-
quence through lines 02 and 04 is embedded in the action of giving direction by the HRT. This Q-A
sequence seeking to check Japanese translation can be a pedagogical device to help the pupils un-
derstand the HRT's direction more easily.
To summarize this section, various patterns of Q-A sequences are observed. One pattern is to ex-
pand sequences. By addressing pupils' names, teachers can expand a sequence before their FPPs,
and by giving feedback or evaluation, they also can expand a sequence after pupils' SPPs. Another
way is to combine a Q-A sequence with another activity or embed it in another activity. In any case,
each Q-A sequence has some pedagogical focus to achieve the lesson goals or to make the lessons
go smoothly.
4.4 Collaborative construction of Q-A sequence
As stated above, most of the lessons observed were conducted by a HRT with an ALT or a JTE.
Thus, even though one teacher initiates a Q-A sequence, the other teacher can join the sequence.
For describing such a feature, Excerpts 5 and 6 are reexamined in terms of who are involved in the
sequences.
In Excerpt 5, the Q-A sequence is initiated by the ALT. However, the HRT expands the se-
quence by providing P3 a hint of the correct answer. In line 05, the HRT gives positive feedback to
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P3 and almost all of her utterance overlaps with the ALT's feedback. However, this overlap is not
treated as problematic, whereas some overlapping in everyday conversation is treated as a problem
which participants of the conversation should resolve (SchegloŠ, 2000).
Similarly, the HRT expands a Q-A sequence in Excerpt 6. In this case, the ALT also expands the
sequence in line 04. At the end of the sequence, there is another overlap between the feedback com-
ments produced by the ALT and the HRT. Nevertheless, no participant of the classroom conversa-
tion treats this overlap as problematic.
These cases indicate that the HRT and the ALT jointly construct Q-A sequences by expanding
and closing them. This helps the teachers and the pupils interact more actively. If there was a norm
that only a particular teacher could initiate, expand, and close a Q-A sequence, then it would not be
meaningful to have two teachers in the classroom. Therefore, such collaborative construction of the
Q-A sequence can be said to function as a pedagogical device.
Another example of collaborative construction of the Q-A sequence shown in Excerpt 9 involves
a HRT and a JTE. This is a scene from a game in which the third grade pupils compete with each
other in answering the questions asked by the teacher. Although the activity does not appear in the
textbook, it works as both a review of the previously learned expressions and an icebreaker for the
lesson.
Excerpt 9.
H1832-Q & A 1
01 J: alright everyone? get started. (1.1) how's the weather.
02 H: how's the [weather today.
03 P5: [はい．
[[yes.]]
04 H: okay, uh: Chihiro:.
05 P6: cloudy.
06 H: it's cloudy. (0.7) okay?
07 J: good.
08 H: goo:d. good.
The Q-A sequence is initiated by the JTE in line 01, but the HRT repeats the question. The HRT
also appoints P6 (Chihiro) as the next speaker in line 04, rejecting P5's attempt to be appointed in
line 03. After P6 succeeds in producing the correct answer in line 05, the HRT just accepts the an-
swer and asks the JTE whether the answer is appropriate or not in line 06. The JTE conˆrms the
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answer and gives positive feedback to P6 in line 07. The HRT also gives feedback in line 08.
In this interaction, the Q-A sequence consists of the FPP by the JTE in line 01 and the SPP by P6
in line 05, and it is then expanded by the JTE's positive feedback in line 07. However, after each
turn is produced, the HRT takes the following turn. He repeats the FPP, allocates the turn in which
the SPP is produced, expands the sequence after the SPP is produced, and closes the sequence. Un-
like Excerpts 5 and 6, the HRT, who does not initiate a Q-A sequence, controls the sequence in this
interaction. Seemingly, it is not necessarily eŠective in terms of e‹cient progress of the activity.
However, nobody objects to such control by the HRT. Rather, his control of the sequence seems to
align with its pedagogical purpose. This activity focuses on the learned expressions and checks the
pupils' mastery level. The HRT's collaborative mediation of the Q-A sequence gives this activity an
orderly structure.
The Q-A sequences examined above involve multiple conversation participants and sometimes
their utterances overlap or are repetitive. However, by analyzing the interaction line by line, it can
be said that they collaboratively construct each Q-A sequence and that those sequences function as
pedagogical devices which can facilitate e‹cient lessons.
5. Discussion
The following sections discuss some pedagogical implications this study can provide and sugges-
tions for further studies.
5.1 Q-A sequence as pedagogical device
To summarize the analysis, there are some features in the organization of a Q-A sequence. First,
the Q-A sequences observed in this study are mostly initiated by a teacher. Teacher initiation of a
Q-A sequence provides teachers with control of interaction, helping them achieve the goal of each
activity or lesson e‹ciently. Even in the case of pupil initiation, the Q-A sequence is organized in a
way teachers can conduct activities smoothly.
Secondly, there are various ways Q-A sequences are organized. There is a possibility that both
the FPP and the SPP are expanded contingently depending on the classroom situation. For exam-
ple, if pupils fail to answer a question, teachers can utilize insertion expansion to help them produce
a correct answer. Furthermore, a Q-A sequence can be combined with or embedded in another ac-
tivity. This provides a variety of support for teachers to facilitate lessons such as demonstrating
correct pronunciation in English and checking Japanese translation.
Finally, Q-A sequences are collaboratively organized by participants of classroom conversation.
This is implied by the fact that it does not seem to be problematic for two teachers to overlap or
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repeat the same actions. Whereas the teachers jointly produce a Q-A sequence, pupils also col-
laborate in it by not treating such overlapping or repetition as problematic which would be treated
as deviation from the norm in daily conversation.
These features form Q-A sequences in elementary school English classroom conversation. The
analysis indicates that they provide teachers with a pedagogical device for making activities go
smoothly and achieving lesson goals. Thus, it is important for teachers to recognize how they can
improve their lessons by making use of Q-A sequences eŠectively.
5.2 Communicative language teaching
From the CA perspective, Q-A sequences in elementary school English lessons seem to function
reasonably in accordance with lesson goals. It means that conversational structure is aligned with
pedagogy (Seedhouse, 2004) and it is not in itself a problem in terms of smooth progress of the les-
sons.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to examine them from the viewpoint of second language teaching.
As Nunan (1987) suggested, patterns of interaction in second language lessons are not necessarily
communicative if they deprive learners of chances to be engaged in genuine communication. For L2
learners to improve communicative proˆciency, they should have su‹cient opportunities to use the
target language for communication (Cook, 2016). It is also important in the case of L2 teaching for
young learners (Shin & Crandall, 2014). Seedhouse (2004) demonstrates the following interaction
as an example of classroom interaction in meaning-and-‰uency context:
1 L1: before on Wednesday I went to a trip to Dubai because my father's work
2 they gave him a paper that we could go to a free trip to Dubai.
3 T: ah::
4 L1: ya, and on the paper it said we could stay in a hotel for any days you want
5 so I said to my father for two days and when I was going to Dubai Mark
6 called me.
7 T: he called you?
8 L1: ya, and we were talking and then when we ˆnished talking, er:: on
9 Thursday my father took me to Burjuman, ya, there was something like
10 this big just twenty dirhams, ya, I bought it and it.＝
11 T: ＝what is this, something like this, it's big?
(Yazigi, 2001, p. 42 as cited in Seedhouse, 2004, pp. 115116)
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This interaction comes from a primary school classroom in Abu Dhabi. A student (L1) is sharing
his or her experience in front of the class and a teacher (T) is asking some questions. As Seedhouse
argues, this conversation is ``locally managed on a turn-by-turn basis'' (p. 117) and thus, it is simi-
lar to daily conversation.
On the other hand, although the English lessons observed in this study are required to be com-
municative as speciˆed in the current Course of Study, in terms of the opportunities for the pupils to
communicate in English, the Q-A sequences analyzed in this study are not organized in a com-
municative manner. For example, almost all the sequences are initiated and expanded by teachers.
They are usually interpreted to be utilized for managing lessons such as checking whether pupils
can use learned expressions correctly or helping teachers control lessons. Even when initiated by
pupils, such Q-A sequences seem not to facilitate pupils' communication. Rather, they do not seem
to allow pupils to expand sequences. In this way, Q-A sequences in elementary school English class-
room conversation are organized so that there are few opportunities for pupils to communicate
su‹ciently. In this sense, the actual lesson goal of elementary school English education that pupils
develop communicative abilities does not seem to be eŠectively pursued.
It is necessary for teachers to check whether their teaching is eŠective for fostering pupils' com-
munication abilities. Even if teachers teach English only in English, it will not necessarily lead to
communicative teaching without learners' active participation in communication. One solution im-
plied by Nunan (1987) is to develop teachers' strategies to elicit pupils' engagement by using
referential questions over display questions. A referential question is a question whose answer
teachers do not know, whereas a display question is a question whose answer is known by every-
one.
Another solution is to design activities providing pupils with more chances to speak English.
Although the activities observed in this study include some pair and group work, most of them fo-
cus on practicing learned expressions or patterns of conversation. For example, pupils only practice
expressions and example conversations demonstrated by teachers. Those activities do not always
enable pupils to communicate at their will in English. For eŠective teaching of communicative abili-
ties, Pinter (2015) suggested that task-based language teaching can be applied to young learners
with using a concrete topic as a lesson focus. Rather than having pupils practice only ˆxed expres-
sions, task-based teaching can elicit pupils' diverse output.
On the other hand, it is worth considering how these ideas could be introduced in Japanese
elementary school classrooms given that the pupils' English proˆciency is not su‹cient for them to
express their personal matters without di‹culty. Shintani (2012) argued that tasks should be con-
ducted repeatedly for beginner level young learners. In addition, Butler (2011) overviewed L2
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teaching in Asian countries and proposed the necessity of more ‰exible interpretation of com-
municative language teaching, classroom-based innovation of teaching methods, and opportunities
to use L2 outside classrooms. Thus, lessons which are eŠective for facilitating pupils' active partici-
pation should be carefully designed considering their developmental levels and educational contex-
ts.
5.3 Further studies
This section brie‰y describes the suggestions for further studies on elementary school English
education in Japan. Although this study focuses particularly on the organization of the Q-A se-
quence, the lack of other aspects of classroom interaction such as who mainly allocates turns in con-
versation and how each activity is ordered in a lesson. As Heritage (1997) suggested, it is im-
portant to examine the following features for understanding conversation in institutional settings:
(a) turn-taking organization; (b) overall structural organization of the interaction; (c) sequence or-
ganization; (d) turn design; (e) lexical choice; and (f) epistemological and other forms of asymmet-
ry. Thus, further studies should include analysis of these features to understand classroom conver-
sation in elementary schools more deeply in order to propose more tangible pedagogical sugges-
tions.
In addition, ahead of the curricular reforms in 2020, some schools have already started to teach
English from the third grade with new materials. Therefore, it is expected that a change of teaching
is under way. To follow up such a change, it is necessary to collect further data in more diverse
classroom settings for future research.
6. Conclusion
This study investigated the organization of the Q-A sequence in Japanese elementary school En-
glish classroom conversation. It was indicated that the Q-A sequences observed in this study are
pedagogically eŠective in terms of progress of the lessons. However, they also seem to deprive pu-
pils of su‹cient opportunities to communicate in English, which are essential for fostering pupils'
communicative proˆciency. This results in failing to achieve the actual lesson goal of elementary
school English education that pupils improve communicative proˆciency. Thus, it is necessary for
practitioners to be aware of how classroom conversation is done and how it in‰uences teaching and
learning environment. Only when it is based on such understanding, will the eŠective pedagogy of
Japanese elementary school English lessons be contrived.
―  ―
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Appendix
Transcription Symbols
[ Onset of overlapping or simultaneous talk by diŠerent speakers
＝ Latched utterance
(0.5) Silence represented in tenths of a second
( . ) Silence hearable but not readily measureable
word Stress or emphasis, either by increased loudness or higher pitch
wo(h)rd Utterance produced with laughing voice
: Prolongation or stretching of the preceding sound
- Cut-oŠ or self-interruption
. Final intonation
, Continuing intonation
? Rising intonation
° ° Noticeably quieter than surrounding talk
↑ Marked shift into higher pitch
( ) Unclear speech
(word) Transcriber's guess about a word
(( )) Transcriber's description of events
Adapted from SchegloŠ. E. A. (2007). Transcription module. Retrieved August 10, 2018 from
http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/schegloŠ/TranscriptionProject/index.html
